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Abstract—Industrial low-power wireless mesh standards, such
as IEEE802.15.4-TSCH, WirelessHART and ISA100.10a, offer
wire-like end-to-end reliability and a decade of battery lifetime.
These technologies have become de-facto standards, used in
the most demanding applications such as industrial process
monitoring. In this paper, we explore what it takes to go from
industrial process monitoring to industrial process control. The
difference is that, in the latter case, the network needs to provide
low and predicable latency, and deterministic operation. We
explore the overall usefulness of packet replication, in which a
source node sends multiple copies of a packet on disjoint multi-
hop paths. We show, through extensive simulation, that packet
replication allows for a reduction of end-to-end latency by 40%.
In addition, packet replication significantly improves the network
reliability through path diversity. This work is directly in line
with standardization activities at the IETF 6TiSCH and DetNet
working groups, to which it is being contributed.

I. INTRODUCTION

With an expectation of tens of billion of connected de-
vices [1], the Internet of Things (IoT) is reshaping the in-
dustrial landscape with large economic opportunities [2], [3].
It is paving the way for improved control, and integration
of industrial processes in quality and scope. This is materi-
alized by the progressive extension of industrial automation
from local communication buses, to factory and to factory
ecosystem scopes. This extension must happen with minor
impact and cost, while being backwards compatible with
legacy infrastructure.

Wireless industrial communication emerged to facilitate this
extension at a reduced cost. It has brought novel use cases
due to its ability to be deployed almost everywhere. Several
standard solutions have appeared in the last 7 years, including
well-known wireless versions of industrial buses such as
WirelessHART [4], proprietary wireless Profi-buses [5] and
low power standards such as ISA100.11a [6] or IEEE802.15.4-
2015 [7] managed by the IETF 6TiSCH architecture [8]. A
key characteristic of these technologies, and in contrast with
previous wireless technologies, is their scheduled operation.
Those networks are based on the Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA),
or a combination of both. The latest of these technologies are
based on the concept of Time Synchronized Channel Hopping
(TSCH) [9], dividing the access in timeslots and multiplexing
them through different frequencies.
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Fig. 1. Example of disjoint paths and packet replication in a multihop 6TiSCH
network. Node a replicates packet P , which is forwarded through disjoint
tracks along the multi-hop network to node f .

This enables a scheduler to allocate pairwise transmissions
in dedicated cells, resulting in collision-free communica-
tion. Despite their scheduled nature, external interference and
fading compromise the reliability of the network, specially
in industrial scenarios, requiring extended functionality to
overcome such unreliability. Channel hopping has proven to
mitigate that effect [10] and successful industrial deployments
demonstrated that 99.999% reliability can be achieved [11].
On top of wire-like reliability, certain critical industrial ap-
plications (e.g. automotive industry [2]), also require low and
predictable latency.

In this paper, we propose to exploit end-to-end packet
replication on disjoint network segments to lower end-to-
end latency, while keeping wire-like end-to-end reliability. We
want to quantify how much more energy is needed to make
the lantency lower and predictable, and discuss the suitability
of the approach in current TSCH networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the operation of an IEEE802.15.4-
2015 TSCH network, with the scheduling solution defined
by IETF 6TiSCH. Section III defines the packet replication
and disjoint path selection approach we propose. Section IV
presents the evaluation on the proposal on a set of large multi-
hop network topologies. Finally, Section V concludes this
paper.



II. IETF 6TISCH SCHEDULING

An IETF Working Group called 6TiSCH [12] was cre-
ated in 2013 to enable IPv6 over the TSCH mode of the
IEEE802.15.4 standard [7]. In a 6TiSCH network, low-power
wireless devices form a multi-hop Low-power Lossy Network
(LLN). This LLN connects the constrained devices to the
traditional Internet through one or more Low-power Border
Routers (LBRs) [13].

In IEEE802.15.4-2015 TSCH, the nodes in the low-power
mesh network communicate by following a schedule. A Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) structure instructs each
mote what to do at each time slot of that schedule: transmit,
receive, or sleep. The way this schedule is built determines
the amount of traffic the network can produce, the latency of
a packet, and the redundancy in the network. This schedule
is a matrix with slotframe length and number of frequencies
available as dimensions (see Fig. 2). It determines the amount
of energy each node consumes, therefore the (battery) lifetime
of the network. The goal of 6TiSCH is to develop a standard
approach to manage this communication schedule, and match
it against the traffic needs of the applications running on this
network [14].

A cell is a single element in the TSCH schedule, identified
by a slot offset and a channel offset. A cell is an atomic unit
allocated by the scheduling algorithm. A cell can be scheduled
or unscheduled. During an unscheduled cell, the node does not
communicate, and keeps its radio off. A scheduled cell can be
transmission-only, reception-only or transmission-reception.
This enables a wide set of possibilities to build up a link-layer
forwarding plane [15].

Scheduled cells can be grouped according to their desti-
nation and purpose. Groups of cells in the schedule of a
node with the same destination are equivalent, and called
“bundle” [16]. Since the slotframe repeats over time, each
cell gives a “quantum” of bandwidth to a given neighbor.
Modifying the number of cells in a bundle modifies the amount
of resources allocated between two neighbors.

A sequence of cells scheduled along a multi-hop path is
called “track” [16] (see Fig. 2). It is the result of a reserva-
tion, and belongs to the node that initializes the process of
establishing the track. The track defines a multi-hop route that
optimizes certain objective function defined by the scheduler,
for example minimizing latency. The scheduler entirely defines
the synchronization and communication tracks between nodes.
By adding/removing cells between neighbors, the scheduler
adapts the link-layer resources to the needs of the application.

The IEEE802.15.4 TSCH standard (and other TSCH tech-
nologies such as WirelessHART and ISA100.11a) define the
mechanisms to execute a communication schedule. How the
schedule is built, updated and maintained is out of the scope
of the standard. Several scheduling approaches have been
investigated by the research community.

A centralized Traffic Aware Scheduling Algorithm (TASA)
has been proposed by Palattella et al. [17]. It uses map coloring
to schedule cells and tracks in the network topology graph.

TASA sets up the TSCH schedule based on the network
topology and the traffic load. It uses information from the
routing protocol (e.g. RPL) and communication requirements
of the applications to schedule cells and tracks. In that process,
it provides some level of QoS (duty cycle, throughput, etc.)
to each data flow traversing the network.

Decentralized TSCH scheduling is studied in the Open-
WSN project [18] and 6TiSCH. A PID-based scheduling ap-
proach [19] proposes a control-loop like distributed scheduler
that reacts to sudden traffic variations by adding/removing
cells in the schedule. The Scheduling Function Zero (SF0) [20]
uses a simple thresholds to react to variations in traffic load.
SF0 relies on the 6top protocol (6P) [21] for neighbor nodes
to negotiate adding/removing cells. Morell et al. introduce
the concept of label switching in TSCH networks, and use
reservation to establish and manage tracks between nodes in
the network [15]. This approach computes the schedule of
the network by collecting information along the track and
installing it in a way similar to the RSVP protocol [22].

III. PROPOSAL: EXPLOITING DATA PLANE REDUNDANCY

This paper uses data plane redundancy to improve latency
and reliability. The approach consists in replicating data plane
information, and forwarding the different copies through dis-
joint tracks in order for it to reach the destination faster. This
simple approach does increase the energy consumption of the
network, but also increases the probably of the packet reaching
the destination, and reduces the end-to-end latency.

The technique requires the network scheduler to form a
connected graph of at least degree 2. This enables each node
to have two candidate parents to communicate with, as per
Fig. 2. Having two routing parents allows a node to exploit
path diversity [23], [10].

The data forwarding plane, upon reception of a packet from
an upper layer, replicates it N times, addressing each copy to
a different routing parent. Those copies are then forwarded
along the tracks until they reach the destination. A node
relaying a copy does not replicate it further: the packet is
forwarded through the preferred parent following the available
track (hence the best route set up by the information from the
routing protocol). In case a relay node has two copies of the
same packet in its queue, it forwards each copy to a different
parent to preserve diversity.

The best connected parents are selected according to a
connectivity metric such as ETX [24], as per the RPL routing
protocol [25]. The scheduler is in charge of setting up the
tracks by using the routing and connectivity information
obtained through the control plane links [26]. TASA computes
the disjoint routes from every node to the sink, and allocates
the corresponding cells of the nodes at each of the tracks.
Track preference is updated dynamically by TASA according
to the routing protocol information and the current connectiv-
ity status.

If a node has P < N parents, only P copies are created,
one forwarded to each parent to whom it has a link in the
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Fig. 2. Example of TSCH schedule with disjoint tracks.

schedule. The nodes one hop from the DAGRoot only have
one link to it; they hence send a single copy.

In the transmission process, packets are inserted in the link-
layer queues and consumed by the MAC layer according to
the network scheduler. In a scheduled network, time slots are
dedicated by unicast communication between neighbors; only
one of the copies is sent per slot.

It is normal for the DAGroot to receive several copies of
the same data.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of the scheme by simulation.
We developed a TASA simulator1. We implement both our

proposed replication scheme and the TASA central scheduling
approach [17].

The TASA scheduler computes disjoint tracks from any
node to the DAGRoot. To each of the links installed by TASA,
we associate a Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) in [0.85 . . . 1].
This range has been selected to simulate well-connected dense
networks, representative of a factory-floor deployment.

We simulate networks of 20, 40, 60 or 80 nodes. For each
number of nodes, we generate 10 connected mesh network
topologies, and on each topology execute 30 simulation runs.
In each simulation run, each node sends a number of packets
uniformly distribute in [1 . . . 10] to the sink. The parameter
n = 3 is used to configure the number of lin-layer retransmis-
sions allowed at each hop. The TSCH slotframe contains 101
timeslots and 4 channel offsets. We plot the average results
for each network size.

A. End-to-End Reliability

We measure the reduction in packet loss and therefore the
improvement in reliability when more than one copy of a
packet is sent.

Fig. 3 presents the percent improvement with respect to the
case where a single copy of a packet is sent. We can see that an

1 As an online addition to this paper, the source code of the simulator is
available at https://bitbucket.org/xvilajosana/wine
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Fig. 3. Packet loss improvement according to the size of the network and
number of copies of the packet.

almost 90% packet loss reduction2 is obtained when using one
extra copy. We also see that the gain obtained by replication
increases with the number of copies. The gain provided by
each extra copy decreases because each extra copy forces the
use of a worse connected path, therefore its impact is smaller.
Moreover, the larger the network (i.e. the more track diversity),
the greater the benefits of replication.

B. Energy Consumption

Sending multiple copies costs more energy than sending a
single copy. Table I summarizes the impact of replication on
the energy consumption measured in number of extra active
slots with respect to the single packet case.

2In our experiments from losing 5 packets every 100 to losing 1 packet
every 350, which represents almost a 18× increase.



TABLE I
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IMPACT OF REPLICATION

Number of Normalize Energy
Copies Consumption

1 (reference) 1.000
2 1.863
3 2.434
4 2.756
5 2.914
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Fig. 4. Packet reliability as a function of the maximum number of retrans-
missions for N = {1, 2, 3}.

C. End-to-End Latency

All paths from the nodes to the DAGRoot have been
simulated with 4, 5 or 6 hops (i.e. the number of hops of
each path is uniformly distributed in the set [4,5,6]) and the
PDR of all links is 90%. The packet reliability as a function of
the number of copies (N ) and the maximum number of packet
retransmissions allowed per link (n) is shown in Fig. 4. As can
be seen, replication increases reliability.

A second benefit of replication is that end-to-end latency of
a packet is reduced when several copies are sent. We define
end-to-end latency as the time elapsed from the moment the
data is generated at the source, until the moment the first copy
reaches the destination. The multi-track diversity favors the
delay reduction.

The number of slots allocated to a link in each frame also
determines how fast copies reach the DAGRoot. Fig. 5 shows
the latency when 1-5 time slots (out of the 101 slots in a
slotframe) are scheduled to each link. It shows a 40% latency
reduction when 2 copies are sent. Replication and scheduling
are complementary, and should be jointly used to optimize the
network performance.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper evaluates the improvement in reliability and
latency when sending multiple copies of the same data on
disjoint paths, in industrial wireless multi-hop networks. We
show by simulation how adding a single extra copy of a data
packet improves the reliability by 18× while reducing the
end-to-end latency by 40%, while only doubling the energy
consumption. This paper contributes with a new mechanism
to improve reliability and reducing latency by using redundant
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Fig. 5. End-to-end latency when the number of copies (N ) and the number
of slots allocated in each slotframe changes. We set n = 3, the maximum
number of link-layer re-transmissions.

data plane forwarding in a 6TiSCH network. It participates in
the realization of the IETF DetNet vision of a deterministic,
ultra-reliable end-to-end network architectures.
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